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The AFC held the first Doors Open program on October
29 in Over the Rhine.
With over 800 pre-registrants and walk-ins, the AFCʼs inaugural
program was clearly a success. 30 venues located throughout
OTR opened their doors to afficionados of architecture and
design to showcase the amazing development that has occurred
in the community. Venues like Union Hall/Cintrifuse, Empower,
Memorial Hall, the Art Academy, The Cincinnati Shakespeare
Theater, and the Ensemble Theater offered the opportunity to look
behind the scenes of these exciting venues. Due to the success,
the AFC has already begun planning an event in 2018!

The AFC participated in the Memorial Hall/Soapbox
Lecture series on October 28 to discuss decking over
Ft. Washington Way.
As part of a design focused weekend of events in OTR, Soapbox
Media organized a series of lectures on design and architecture
that ranged from residential design to urban planning. The AFC
participated in a pecha kucha style presentation that examined
the issues related to building decks over the highway and
connecting the urban fabric of the CBD to the Banks and the
riverfront. Chad Edwards, Chris Hermann, and Steve Sendelbeck
discussed the challenges and opportunities for the project.

The AFC conducted a construction tour of Union Terminal
for our members and supporters on November 9.
Over 50 AFC members and supporters were treated to an
informative tour of the iconic building conducted by
representatives of GBBN Architects and Turner Construction.
While the renovation is in progress and only about half
completed, participants were able to understand and experience
some of the challenges that the design and construction teams
have faced as they return one of the most significant buildings in
Cincinnati to its original glory and make improvements to support
the museum experience for its patrons.

The AFC will host a Corporate Partner appreciation event
in February at Messer Constructionʼs new offices in the
West End.

The recently completed office building located on W Court St.
along I-75 represents a major move for the local construction
giant. The AFCʼs Corporate Partners will be treated to a member
appreciation reception as well as a presentation on the work
Messer is doing at Cincinnati Childrenʼs Hospital Medical Center
and the current changes planned for the Uptown area. The date
has not been confirmed as of the release of this newsletter but
will be announced in the AFC 2018 calendar shortly.

The 2017-18 Design LAB program entitled “Food for
Thought” will begin in classrooms in January.
This program marks the fourth operated by the AFC since taking
responsibility for its management back from AIA Cincinnati. This
yearʼs theme challenges students to look at spaces where food is
grown, processed, prepared and consumed and how these
spaces impact processes and experiences. With over 2,000
students participating in100 classrooms throughout the region, the
AFC has once again been challenged to manage this process
while encouaging the creativity of the students, teachers, and
volunteers. Orientation sessions occurred in early December, and
the Resouce Guide is available for download from our website.

The AFC is more aggressively using technology to
communicate with our members and the public to promote
awareness of architecture and design.
The AFC recently updated its website to simplify navigation and
make access to our resources more intuitive for our users. The new
theme looks similar to the previous website design, but the
information organization is more logical. The new website also
allows us to manage event registrations more effectively. We
have also implemented a social media communications strategy
to promote current activites on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
This process evolved as part of our communication strategy for
Doors Open OTR and will continue in 2018.

WE CAN’T DO WHAT WE DO WITHOUT YOUR
SUPPORT!
As the AFC has grown Design LAB and implemented ambitious
new programs like Doors Open OTR, we have become
increasingly reliant upon the support of volunteers to make these
program happen. In 2017, we had more than 300 volunteers give
their time and energy to help plan and carry out our programs.
The AFC wants to extend OUR THANKS to all who have
volunteered to help the AFC increase its public outreach and
make a difference in our community. We hope you will continue
to support our efforts in 2018!
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